What aspects of treatment matter to the patient in the treatment of cocaine dependence?
Patient views of the helpful aspects of treatment were examined in the NIDA Collaborative Cocaine Treatment Study, a multi-site trial comparing four psychosocial treatments: individual cognitive therapy (CT), individual supportive expressive dynamic therapy (SE), individual drug counseling, and group drug counseling only, for the treatment of cocaine dependence. Factor analysis of the items of Helpful Aspects of Treatment measure suggested a general therapy factor, a group treatment/education factor, and a treatment structure factor. No differences were found among the four treatments on the ratings of helpfulness of these three factors, common factors, or drug intervention components. However, treatment specific cognitive therapy items (e.g. use of the cognitive model) and treatment structure differentiated individual CT from individual SE, and to a lesser extent from individual drug counseling. Ratings of helpfulness were significantly related to retention and alliance but were largely unrelated to changes in drug use or psychiatric outcomes.